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A B S T R A C T

Magnetic properties and exchange bias effect of the polycrystalline and nanocrystalline La0.375Ca0.625MnO3
compounds have been presented. With reduction of the particle size, uncompensated surface spin induced
ferromagnetism is pronounced in nanocrystalline sample. However, at higher magnetic field value, long range
charge ordering (associated with antiferromagnetic nature) is predominant even in nanoparticles similar as
bulk counterpart. Exchange bias properties of both compounds have been found at low temperature with
increasing nature depending on the cooling magnetic field. Significantly large value of the exchange bias effect
in this particular bulk compound and modification of it in nanocrystalline sample is addressed considering the
disordered polymorphs developed within the charge-orbital ordered phase.
1. Introduction:

The physical properties of doped perovskite manganite with general
formula R1−𝑥B𝑥MnO3 (R is trivalent rare-earth ion, B is bivalent ion)
were extensively studied during the last two decades [1–6]. Gener-
ally, undoped perovskite manganite (RMnO3) exhibits antiferromag-
netic ground state. In case of doped manganite several important
properties (such as large magnetocaloric effect (MCE), colossal magne-
toresistance effect (CMR), metal–insulator transition, Phase separation,
etc.) were observed due to the presence of Mn4+ ions [3,4]. Exchange
Bias (EB) phenomena is also observed in doped perovskite mangan-
ites [5,6]. EB is associated with the systems containing the competing
nature between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interfaces.
Such exchange coupling produced the unidirectional pinning of in-
terfacial spins around the magnetic phase boundary. Generally, zero
field cooled M-H loops are symmetric in nature. However, for some
materials, asymmetric M-H loops (shifting of the loop towards the
negative fields and positive magnetizations) have been observed when
the sample is cooled down in the presence of magnetic field and
originates the exchange bias phenomena. Except this fact, the several
diverse nature regarding the origin of exchange bias phenomena is
discussed in the previously reported articles [7–16]. The comprehen-
sive study revealed the existence of disordered interfacial spins as
‘‘spin clusters’’ analogous to a spin glass at the interface between
the FM and AFM layers [7]. Additionally, the nature of the cou-
pling of the interfacial spins may also be responsible for the exchange
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bias phenomena [8]. Ali et al. have given an elegant demonstra-
tion of how EB is observed in Co/CuMn thin film interfaces formed
between conventional ferromagnets (FM) and spin glasses (SG) [9].
These studies pinpoint an important fact that the presence of an FM-
AFM interface is not a necessary condition to induce EB in all cases.
EB phenomena is also observed in various types of interfaces, such
as ferromagnet/ferrimagnet, soft ferromagnet/hard ferromagnet, fer-
rimagnet/antiferromagnet, ferrimagnet/ferrimagnet (FI/FI), antiferro-
magnet/diluted ferromagnetic semiconductor (AFM/DMS) etc. [10–
16]. Among the manganite families, significantly large exchange bias
effect was reported for Sm1−𝑥Ca𝑥MnO3 system by several groups [17].
According to the reported studies, EB effect is closely related with
the charge ordering phenomena which is almost a generic property
of nearly half doped samples [17]. Charge ordering appears below a
certain temperature called charge order transition temperature (T𝐶𝑂).
Charge ordering is the real space ordering between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions
that observed nearly half-doped manganite compounds. La1−𝑥Ca𝑥MnO3
is one of the most well-studied compounds among the perovskite
manganite that possess many fascinating physical properties [18–21].
Depending on the doping concentration x, complete phase diagram
of La1−𝑥Ca𝑥MnO3 compound was already reported [22,23]. According
to the phase diagram, charge ordering is observed for 𝑥 > 0.5 of
the compounds. The influence of charge order state with the external
magnetic field was already reported for several manganites [24,25].

In this work we have studied the magnetic properties of bulk as well
as nanoparticles of La1−𝑥Ca𝑥MnO3 with 𝑥 = 0.625. Bulk La0.375Ca0.625
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Table 1
Lattice parameters of LCMO-bulk and LCMO-nanocrystalline compounds.

Compound Space group a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)

LCMO-bulk Pnma 5.6200 7.5236 5.8338
LCMO-nanocrystalline Pnma 5.5590 7.4711 5.8087

MnO3 compound exhibits long range charge ordering (irrespective of
the external magnetic field). Previous study on this particular com-
pound indicates about the special feathers regarding the magnetic
ground state at the low temperature region [25]. The magnetic prop-
erties at low temperature are governed by the competing nature of
the polymorphic disordered phase and long range ordered magnetic
phase [25]. We have investigated the modification of the physical
properties with increasing magnetic disorderness (nanoparticles). It is
already reported that with increasing charge order stability (large value
of T𝐶𝑂), Exchange bias is also increasing [17].

Our present experimental findings indicate that higher value of
exchange bias is also influenced by not only the charge-ordering sta-
bility but also the magnetic structural transition of the compound.
Generally, due to the reduction of the particle size of the manganite
compounds, long range nature of the magnetic interaction is quietly
suppressed [26,27]. Core–shell model suggest that when charge or-
dered antiferromagnetic (CO-AFM) bulk compound is transformed into
nanoparticles then a ferromagnetic (FM) shell is appeared outside
the antiferromagnetic (AFM) core [28,29]. In our study, prominent
ferromagnetism is appeared for H = 500 Oe external magnetic field.
However, CO signature becomes pronounced for higher magnetic field
values. Here the magnetic study reveals that exchange bias phenomena
exist for both bulk (with significantly large value) and nanocrystalline
samples. The quantitative value of exchange bias field for this particular
doping concentration is larger than any other doping of LCMO com-
pound [30,31]. Such anomalous exchange bias effect was addressed by
considering the coexisting nature of the pnma (disorder) - pnma (order)
magnetic phases at low temperature region.

2. Sample preparation, characterizations and measurements

The La0.375Ca0.625MnO3 compounds are prepared by the conven-
tional sol–gel method. Pure La2O3, CaCO3, and MnO2 are used as
starting elements. At first, high pure (99.99%) rare-earth oxide was
preheated at 500 ◦C. Required amount of all the primary elements are
converted into their nitrate forms by using suitable amount of nitric
acid and millipore water. Except MnO2 all the individual components
give a clear solution. When required amount of oxalic acid is added
with the MnO2 solution, after 5–6 h a clear solution is reached. Then
all the individual clear solution is mixed up by a magnetic stirrer and
suitable amount of citric acid was added with it. The mixed solution
was evaporated at 80–90 ◦C by using a water bath to product the gel.
t was decomposed at higher temperature and black porous powder
as formed. Finally, palletized powder was annealed at 1400 ◦C (36 h

duration) for the preparation of bulk compound and 1000 ◦C for (6 h)
for nanocrystalline compound.

Room temperature powder X-ray diffraction study was carried out
by Rigaku TTRAX-III diffractometer using Cu-K𝛼 radiation(𝜆 = 1.54 Å).
A field emission Scanning electron microscope (FESEM) was used to
study the grain size and the surface morphology of the nanoparticles.
Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX) was done for compositional
analysis of the compound. Magnetic measurements were performed by
Super Conducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID-VSM) magne-
tometer.
2

3. Results and discussion

Room temperature X-ray diffraction data confirms about the single-
phase nature of both polycrystalline and nanocrystalline La0.375Ca0.625
MnO3 compound. Rietveld profile fitting of the X-ray diffraction data
(by considering ‘pnma’ space group symmetry) for bulk and nanopar-
ticles are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) respectively. The extracted lattice
parameter for both compounds are shown in Table 1.

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images for bulk and
nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d) respectively. The SEM im-
age reveals that the average particle size for nanoparticles is ∼200 nm.

Temperature dependent magnetization [M(T)], for both the samples
were measured (from 5 K to 350 K) in three different protocols: Zero
field cooled warming (ZFCW), Field cooled cooling (FCC) and Field
cooled warming (FCW) which are shown in Fig. 2.

In the presence of small magnetic field, charge ordered antifer-
romagnetic nature of the bulk sample is clearly visible (Fig. 2(a)).
However, ferromagnetic nature is pronounced in case of nanocrys-
talline sample (Fig. 2(b)). Fig. 2(c), (d) represents the temperature
dependent of magnetization at 70 kOe external magnetic field. The bulk
counterpart exhibits antiferromagnetic transition at 115 K and charge-
ordering near about 250 K. Charge-ordering transition remains at the
same temperature even for 70 kOe external magnetic field value. It
is well studied that AFM bulk counterpart transformed into the core–
shell type structure in its nanoparticle formation (AFM core within FM
shell). As a result, we have observed the FM nature for the ground
state of nanoparticles (at H = 500 Oe) (shown in Fig. 2(b)). Inset of the
(Fig. 2) shows the variation of inverse susceptibility with temperature
(from FCW data of the magnetization) along with Curie–Weiss fitting
(using-Eq. (1)) at the higher temperature.

𝜒 = 𝐶
𝑇 − 𝜃

(1)

Positive values of 𝜃 support the existence of ferromagnetic inter-
action at low temperature for all the samples. Experimental curves
indicate linear nature above 𝑇 ∼ 290 K. It is also interesting to note that
a typical nature of Griffith phase (GP)(presence of ferromagnetic cluster
within a paramagnetic matrix below 290 K) is observed in nearest
compounds (x = 0.50, 𝑥 = 0.67, 𝑥 = 0.75) by the downturn nature of
the inverse susceptibility before reaching the curie temperature [30,32–
34]. However, for this particular compound 𝑥 = 0.625 signature of GP
is not observed.

Magnetization as a function of external magnetic field for polycrys-
talline bulk and nanoparticles (at some different constant temperature)
are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) respectively. In Fig. 3(a), only straight
line like response is observed which corresponds to the charge or-
dered antiferromagnetic like nature of the bulk counterpart. Whereas
for nanocrystalline compound low temperature isotherms show the
hysteresis loop (which corresponds to ferromagnetic like behavior)
and for high temperature it will become straight line (corresponds to
paramagnetic) (shown in Fig. 3(b)).

At low temperature region ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
phase coexist for bulk as well as nanoparticles of La0.375Ca0.625MnO3
compound, so we can expect exchange bias for both the samples. If
H1 and H2 denote the left and right coercivity fields respectively then
exchange bias field is defined by H𝐸𝐵 = (H1 + H2)/2 and coercivity
field is H𝐶𝑂 = (H1−H2)/2. Isothermal magnetization measurements
under FC protocol (at 5 K under different cooling fields) was carried out
to check the exchange bias phenomena of these compounds. Isothermal
magnetic measurement at 𝑇 = 5 K after cooling down the sample
in the presence of magnetic field exhibits pronounced exchange bias
effect. In our studied sample, existence of ferromagnetic and antifer-
romagnetic interfaces played the primary role. In addition to that,
competing nature of different magnetic domains (ordered/disordered
phase) and short range correlation between uncompensated surface
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Fig. 1. Room temperature X-ray diffraction pattern (along with profile fitting) for (a) bulk and (b) nanocrystalline compound. (c) and (d) represents the scanning electron
microscopy images of bulk and nanocrystalline compound respectively.
Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of ZFCW, FCW, FCC magnetization at H = 500 Oe (a) for bulk and (b) for nanocrystalline La1−𝑥Ca𝑥MnO3 compound respectively. The nature of
magnetization as a function of temperature at higher magnetic field is shown in (c) for bulk compound and (d) for nanocrystalline compound. Insets show temperature dependence
of inverse susceptibility (calculated from FCW magnetization).
spins influenced the exchange bias phenomena in bulk and nanocrys-

talline compound. For the bulk counterpart, [Fig. 4(a)] EB phenomena

is so large that both H and H are in the negative direction, while
3

1 2
for nanocrystalline [Fig. 4(b)] H1 is in the left and H2 is in the right

side. For the assurance of the EB effect M(H) measurement was done

at 𝑇 = 5 K for −70 kOe cooling field and the same shift in opposite
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Fig. 3. (a) and (b) represents the magnetization as a function of external magnetic field at some selected temperature for bulk and nanocrystalline compound respectively.
Fig. 4. (a) and (b) represents enlarged view of asymmetric hysteresis loop (exchange bias effect) at the low field region for several cooling fields.
Table 2
List of 𝛥H1 and 𝛥H2 for bulk and nanocrystalline compounds.

Cooling field
(kOe)

𝛥H1 (bulk) 𝛥H1 (nano) 𝛥H2 (bulk) 𝛥H2 (nano)

10 −0.95 −0.494 −0.73 −0.268
50 −3.45 −0.934 −2.35 −0.468
70 −4.13 −1.01 −2.61 −0.42

direction was observed (compared to +70 kOe cooling field) for both
the compounds.

We can also define 𝛥H1 = H1(FC) - H1(ZFC) and 𝛥H2 = H2(FC) -
H2(ZFC) (where H1(FC), H2(FC) are left and right coercivities respec-
tively in FC mode and H1(ZFC), H2(ZFC) are the same in ZFC mode.
Here 𝛥H1 and 𝛥H2 indicates the strength of interfacial interaction be-
tween FM/AFM interfaces. At this interface, a unidirectional anisotropy
is formed along the direction of the cooling field [35,36]. The value of
𝛥H1 and 𝛥H2 for bulk and nanoparticles at different cooling field are
listed below (Table 2)

Exchange bias effect for the bulk counterpart of this compound
(maximum 3.37 kOe at 70 kOe cooling field) is much larger than
the nanoparticles (maximum 0.72 kOe at 70 kOe cooling field). Such
value of EB field are large compared to the many others Ca doping
concentration of La1−𝑥Ca𝑥MnO3, Sm1−𝑥Ca𝑥MnO3 and others manganite
family also. Some manganite family with their EB field are shown in
Table 3.

The reason of the higher value of exchange bias may be the ‘pnma
- pnma’ structural transition along with the charge order stability.
For some others compound with nearly same charge order stability,
but exchange bias is not so large for them [30,31]. Such anomalous
exchange bias effect in the studied compound may be understood as
follows. La0.375Ca0.625MnO3 compound shows pnma - pnma structural
transition at low temperature region where a significant percentage of
4

disordered polymorphic phase (pnma) coexist with the charge-orbital
Table 3
List of exchange bias field at T = 5 K for several manganite compounds. Cooling field
was 50 kOe.

Compound (kOe) Dimension Exchange bias
field (kOe)

Reference

La0.45Ca0.55MnO3 bulk 0.05 [31]
La0.40Ca0.60MnO3 bulk 2.25 [31]
La0.35Ca0.65MnO3 bulk 1.77 [31]
La0.30Ca0.70MnO3 bulk 1.07 [31]
La0.25Ca0.75MnO3 bulk 0.39 [31]
La0.20Ca0.80MnO3 bulk o.21 [31]
La0.10Ca0.90MnO3 bulk 0.63 [31]
La0.05Ca0.95MnO3 bulk 0.004 [31]
La0.375Ca0.625MnO3 Bulk 2.95 Present work
La0.50Ca0.50MnO3 20 nm 0.09 [30]
La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 20 nm 0.20 [30]
La0.25Ca0.75MnO3 40 nm 0.38 [30]
La0.375Ca0.625MnO3 200 nm o.72 Present work
Sm0.50Ca0.50MnO3 bulk 1.24 [17]
Sm0.45Ca0.55MnO3 bulk 2.078 [17]
Sm0.40Ca0.60MnO3 bulk 2.48 [17]
Sm0.35Ca0.65MnO3 bulk 0.96 [17]
Sm0.30Ca0.70MnO3 bulk 0.54 [17]
Pr0.33Ca0.67MnO3 bulk 0.14 [6]

ordered (pnma) phase [25]. A. Martinelli et al. have suggested about
the phase separation during cooling. The phase separation between
Antiferromagnetic structure with canted spin ordering in ac plane (asso-
ciated with charge-orbital ordered phase) and cy type spin arrangement
(associated with disordered polymorph) may play a significant role for
the existence of exchange bias effect. The existence of surface strain
and atomic displacement influences the exchange anisotropy [6]. From
structural point of view, this type of disorder can modify the interface
exchange constant which is responsible for exchange bias effect.

Niebieskikwiat and Salamon have already reported that for phase
separated manganite system, exchange bias field (H ) depends on the
𝐸
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Fig. 5. (a) and (b) represents the variation of calculated exchange bias field with the cooling field for bulk and nanoparticles respectively. Red lines represent the fitting using
Eq. (1) for both the compounds.
Fig. 6. (a) and (b) represents the variation of calculated exchange bias field (H𝐸 ) with temperature at H = 70kOe magnetic field for bulk and nanoparticles respectively.
f
i

𝐻

ooling field (H𝐶 ) by the following relation

𝐻𝐸 ∝ 𝐽𝑖[
𝐽𝑖𝜇0
(𝑔𝜇𝐵)2

𝐿𝑎(
𝜇𝐻𝐶
𝐾𝐵𝑇𝑓

) +𝐻𝐶 ] (2)

Where J𝑖 is interfacial exchange constant, 𝜇0 = 3𝜇𝐵 (magnetic mo-
ment of Mn core spin where 𝜇𝐵 is bohr magneton), g∼2 (gyromagnetic
factor), 𝜇 = N𝜈𝜇0 (magnetic moment of ferromagnetic clusters), La
denotes the Langevin function, T𝑓 is the temperature below which the
glassy phase exists [6,32]. For smaller value of cooling field H𝐸 ∝
J2𝑖 (first term dominates) and for large value of cooling field H𝐸 ∝
J𝑖 (second term is important). From Fig. 5 we have estimated the
average number of spins in cluster (N𝜈) and average size of short-
range ferromagnetic cluster by fitting the Niebieskikwiat and Salaman
equation.

In Fig. 5(a) and (b) the scattered experimental data are well fitted
with the model described above. In Eq. (3), N𝜈 and J𝑖 are the adjustable
parameters. The exchange constant for bulk sample shows negative
value (J𝑖 < 0), whereas for nanocrystalline it gives positive value
J𝑖 > 0). It is already reported that negative value (J𝑖 < 0) indicates
he presence of ferromagnetic clusters in the antiferromagnetic host
nd for high cooling field a tendency of the reduction of H𝐸 may be
bserved [6,17]. The number of spins per ferromagnetic droplet (using
q. (3)) for the bulk sample is N𝜈 ∼ 8 (taking T𝑓 ∼ 25 K) and for
anocrystalline (∼200 nm) N𝜈 ∼ 30 (considering T𝑓 ∼ 40 K) which
ndicates larger ferromagnetic droplet diameter of the nanocrystalline
ample compared to the bulk counterpart. With decreasing particle
ize ferromagnetic fraction increases, one can expect the exchange
ias effect for La0.375Ca0.625MnO3 nanoparticles also. But, here the
uppression of charge order stability reduces the value of exchange
ias effect. For the nano sized system, the presence of surface and size
ffect, pinning centers may lead to more complex behavior and they
lso play a significant role for the reduction of exchange bias value for
5

anoparticles in comparison to bulk counterpart.
The temperature dependence of the exchange bias effect (cooling
ield = 70 kOe) for the bulk and nanocrystalline compound is plotted
n Fig. 6. The H𝐸 vs. 𝑇 curves are fitted by using the formula

𝐸 = 𝐻0𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
𝑇
𝑇0

) (3)

where T0 and H0 are fitting parameters [37]. In case of the both
compound the magnitude of the exchange bias is sharply decreases with
increasing temperature, similar as reported earlier [6,37].

4. Conclusions:

In summary, we have studied the magnetic and exchange bias effect
of a very special type of the charge ordered compound (polycrystalline
bulk and Nanocrystalline La0.375Ca0.625MnO3 compound). Our exper-
imental result indicates that Exchange bias effect for bulk compound
is significantly large for both the charge order stability (large value
of T𝐶𝑂) and structural transition. The unidirectional spin pinning is
greatly modified in the nanostructure sample with the modification
of disordered polymorphic phase (exist in bulk compound) within the
charge orbital ordered phase.
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